










































































CGC SYSTEM MENU OPERATION

The System Menu displays the current software versions and allows you to adjust dipswitch
settings, as well as for features unique to AFMr. To access the System Menu, open the coin door
and hold the Service Credits button for four seconds. Press Service Credits again to move
through screens, and to exit the System Menu from the Dipswitch Settings screen.

Press and hold the Service Credits button
for 4 seconds to enter the System Menu

SUBWOOFER BALANCE
This setting changes the audio balance between subwoofer and speaker panel. Use the

Left and Right Flipper Buttons to adjust the levels. Use the right button to increase the level of the
speaker panel, and the left button to increase the level of the subwoofer.

PRESS SERVICE TO START CGC MENU
INFORMATION
    SOFTWARE VERSION: 1.0.0
    BUILD DATE: JUL 13 2017
    PLAYFIELD FIRMWARE REV: 1.0
    SPI STATUS: GOOD
SUBWOOFER BAL. -  USE L/R FLIP 0



DISPLAY MENU
The first page of the system menu allows you to make adjustments to the game’s display.

To change a setting, use UP/DOWN to highlight the setting, and press ENTER to select it. Press
UP/DOWN to change the setting. When you are done, press ENTER again to save the new
setting. Press SERVICE advance to the next page and exit the menu.

DISPLAY COLOR
This setting changes the color of the dot matrix display in game. There are several preset

color configurations, or you can set it to a custom color.

RED, GREEN, BLUE
0 – 100, Default: GREEN

Turning each of the three colors up or down allows you to set the display to any color you
would like.

COLORIZE
ON, OFF, NOT INSTALLED

This setting turns the full colorized display on or off. ON will turn on the fully colorized
version. OFF will be the monochromatic game using the DISPLAY COLOR that is set above. If
you do not own the color upgrade, this option will be unavailable and marked NOT INSTALLED.

CUSTOM LOGO
Limited and Special Editions of Attack from Mars support custom logo display. This

requires a microSD card, formatted in FAT32.

Logo Requirements
 Image must be named userlogo.bmp
 Image must be 320 x 80 pixels
 Image must be 24-bit color, uncompressed. This is the normal Windows format for

BMPs.

 DISPLAY MENU – PRESS SERVICE TO ADVANCE
DISPLAY COLOR GREEN

RED 0
GREEN 100
BLUE 0

COLORIZE ON

PRESS START TO LOAD CUSTOM LOGO

Custom Logo Instructions
1) On your computer, make sure the logo you want to use matches the requirements listed on above.
2) Insert a microSD card in your computer. Check that the card is formatted as FAT32.
3) Drag and drop the logo onto the top level of he drive (not in a subdirectory). This file must be named userlogo.bmp.
4) Remove the card from your computer.
5) Remove the backbox insert from Attack from Mars.
6) With the game powered on, insert the microSD into the controller board. There is only one way the card can be

inserted.
7) Hold the SERVICE button for 5 seconds to enter the CGC System Menu. Press SERVICE again to go to the

Display Menu.
8) Press START.



CUSTOM LOGO SETUP
     COMPLETE

USE FLIPPERS TO SELECT IMAGE
PRESS START TO RETURN TO MENU

CUSTOM LOGO SETUP
     PRESS LAUNCH TO LOAD LOGO FROM SD CARD

PRESS START TO RETURN TO MENU

LOADED
NO IMAGE

9) Press LAUNCH to load your custom logo, or press START to return to the menu.
10) D10)After loading your logo, you will be able select between the Bally™ logo, or your new, custom logo.

Use the flippers to switch between logos. You can also switch between logos at any time, without a
microSD card, by coming back to this menu.

1) 10) After loading your logo, you will be able select between the Bally™ logo, or your new custom logo. Use the flippers
to switch logos. You can also switch between logos at any time, without a microSD card, by coming back to this menu.

CUSTOM LOGO SETUP
RETURNING TO MENU

PLEASE REMEMBER TO REMOVE SD CARD

GAME WILL NOT BOOT PROPERLY
WITH SD CARD INSTALLED

IF YOU DO NOT REMOVE THE MICROSD CARD AFTER INSTALLING YOUR LOGO, ATTACK FROM MARS WILL
NOT BOOT PROPERLY. REMOVE THE CARD AFTER INSTALLING THE LOGO.



LIGHTING MENU
The second page of the System Menu allows you to adjust the brightness, color, and other
settings for game lamps.

INCANDESCENT EMULATION
OFF, SLOW, MED, FAST, DEFAULT: SLOW

Attack from Mars replicates the look of incandescent lights while using LEDs. The
incandescent emulation setting allows you to adjust the speed that the LEDs turn on and off.

BACKBOX GI CONTROL
STOCK, MIRROR PF GI, ALWAYS ON, DEFAULT: STOCK

Attack from Mars allows you to control how the GI’s in the backbox behave. Stock
matches the original game: some GI boards in the backbox will adjust brightness according to
game features. Mirror PF GI will blackout all backbox GIs when the playfield GIs turn off. Always
On will keep all backbox GIs at full brightness.

BACKBOX BRIGHTNESS
-3, -2, -1, MAX, DEFAULT: MAX

Attack from Mars allows you to adjust the brightness of the GI’s in the backbox.

PLAYFIELD GI
MIN, -3, -2, -1, MAX, DEFAULT: MAX

Attack from Mars allows you to adjust the brightness of the GI’s on the playfield.

PLAYFIELD LED
MIN, -3, -2, -1, MAX, DEFAULT: MAX

Attack from Mars allows you to adjust the brightness of the playfield lamps.

NOTE: The following settings only apply to games with the Mini-Saucer LED Board, Tri-
Color Saucer Board, and Speaker LEDs installed.

MINI-SAUCERS
OFF, RED, GREEN, INTERACTIVE, DEFAULT: INTERACTIVE

The RED or GREEN setting will cause the mini-saucers to constantly perform a chase
pattern. When set to INTERACTIVE, each of the six mini-saucers can perform a different pattern
in a different color during gameplay. The different patterns will be activated by events in game.

LIGHTING MENU – PRESS SERVICE TO ADVANCE
INCANDESCENT EMULATION SLOW
BACKBOX GI CONTROL STOCK
BACKBOX BRIGHTNESS MAX
PLAYFIELD GI MAX
PLAYFIELD LED MAX
MINI-SAUCERS INTERACTIVE
SPEAKER LED INTERACTIVE
BIG SAUCER INTERACTIVE



SPEAKER LED
OFF, RED, GREEN, BLUE, INTERACTIVE, DEFAULT: INTERACTIVE

The RED, GREEN, or BLUE settings will force the speaker LEDs to stay on in that one
color. When set to INTERACTIVE, the speaker LEDs will change colors and flash, triggered by
events in the game.
BIG SAUCER (ONLY AVAILABLE ON GAMES WITH COLOR KIT UPGRADE INSTALLED)
OFF, RED, GREEN, BLUE, INTERACTIVE, DEFAULT: INTERACTIVE

The RED, GREEN, or BLUE settings will cause the large saucer to only use that color.
The pattern is the same as in the original game. When set to INTERACTIVE, the saucer will
perform the patterns in a different color during gameplay. Classic Edition games without the color
upgrade installed only support red LEDs for the big saucer, and this menu setting is unavailable.

COILS MENU
The third page of the System Menu allows you to adjust the strength of the solenoids in the
game.

FLIPPER STRENGTH
The strength of the flipper coils is highly adjustable. This adjustment is very useful for

making Attack from Mars feel just like you remember. The DEFAULT setting should feel great at
most locations. However, if the line voltage into the game is too high or too low, this setting allows
you to tweak the strength of the flippers so it feels just right.
TROUGH POPPER STRENGTH
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Trough Popper. If the ball is being kicked out
of the trough too hard, try turning the strength down.
JET STRENGTH
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Jet Bumper coils.
SLING STRENGTH
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Slingshot coils.
AUTO PLUNGER STRENGTH
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Martian coils.
DIVERTER STRENGTH
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Diverter power coil.
SHAKER STRENGTH
OFF, MIN, DEFAULT, MAX

You can increase or decrease the strength of the shaker motor during play, or turn it off
entirely.

COILS MENU – PRESS SERVICE TO ADVANCE
FLIPPER STRENGTH DEFAULT
TROUGH POP STRENGTH DEFAULT
JET STRENGTH DEFAULT
SLING STRENGTH DEFAULT
AUTO PLUNGER STRENGTH DEFAULT
DIVERTER STRENGTH DEFAULT
SHAKER STRENGTH DEFAULT
                   SHAKER TEST – HOLD LAUNCH   OFF



GAME FEATURES MENU

LEFT POPPER STRENGTH
-3, -2, -1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Left Popper coil.

RIGHT POPPER STRENGTH
-3, -2, -1, MAX

This adjustment changes the strength of the Right Popper coil.

MARTIAN STRENGTH
LIGHT, MEDIUM, STRONG, OFF

This adjustment changes the strength of the Martian coils.

STROBE LIGHT
MIN, DEFAULT, +1, MAX

This adjustment changes the brightness of the saucer strobe light.

GAME FEATURES MENU – PRESS SERVICE TO ADVANCE
L POPPER STRENGTH MAX
R POPPER STRENGTH MAX
MARTIAN STRENGTH MEDIUM
STROBE LIGHT DEFAULT
















































































































































































































































